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· It is discouraging . to

ithink how many people ;

Follow your own
course and let people
talk.
-Dante

. are shocked by honesty
and how few by deceit. ·
-Noel Coward

!

NEWARK-STATE COLLEGE, UNION, NEW JERSEY

Vol. IX-Number 6

· , October 17, 1968-

Conflict Continues Over Frat;
Appeals CommitteeOrganized
By Carol Doyl e

"Since Alpha Phi Omega is in a petitioning status on campus, I can say that there probably was an
error in allowing them to run the Book Exchange," stated Herbert Samenfeld Dean of Students, in an
interview on Friday. An initial Appeals Committee meeting will be slated within the next few weeks.
President of the College, Eugene Wilkins has selected a special committee to make a final decision regarding
administrative recognition of
Alpha Phi Omega.
The Inter-Fraternity Sorority
Council issued a policy statement
three weeks ago stating that the
Administration in effect granted
recognition to Aipha Phi Omega
by giving them room space in the
College Center. IFSC President,
Joe Streit stated that the granting
Last Thursday the Freshman
of this permission amounts ·to
Dr. Samenfeld
voted
fo r their class officers . Ron
· "infringement of the IFSC power
Riley
was
elected President ; Mark
to recognize Greek groups ."
The basic conflict between the Durma , Vice-President ; Jill
two factions is the fact that Alpha Ga ynor , Recording Secretary ;
Phi Omega's national affiliation Michelle Ferrara , Corresponding
makes it impossible for them to Secretary ; a nd Christine
function in accordance with the Centolan za, Treasurer. 416
by DIANNE ARMINIO
said , " It was really good , until it
1FSC ' s requirements for freshman voted in the election ,
The Senior Court, which was got out of hand." Freshman Fran
approximately one-third of the
membership .
held in the Theatre for the Holck explained, "The only thing
Tom Bartik , President of Alpha class body.
Performing Arts at 7:30 p.m., I disapproved of was the
Phi Omega , circulated a petition
October 10, 1968 , was brought to seemingly mock on Christianity.
The new President has made a
i
on which he had 400 to 500
order by the Class of '69. The Otherwise it was pretty funny,
call for unity in the class stressing
di
signatures. He feels that this
¢"I¼ .w l
trial , based on the theme of a especially the egg throwing at the
the fact that "all the candidates
shows that there are a large
Don Riley
Roman court , was the Class of Seniors!" Stephen Norwood,
and their supporters are very
number of students backing APO.
'72's initiation into Newark State another Freshman, stated, " The
much a part of the class and must president replied , "During my
However , Joe Streit doesn't
College.
guys' actions were disgusting, it
remain active." Riley also feels campaign, I noticed that the
Sitting on his throne, Judge should not have been permitted." believe that this will have much
that the newly-elected executive Dorm students feel the
Lucifer Wojcik commenced the--xiul Freshman Carol Doyle said, influence because most of t hose
board is "capable and qualified to commuters stick together and
who signed it were not familiar make the class of '72 a strong vice-versa. I'd like to see these
trial by charging the entire "The Freshmen were really out of
with the facts of the dispute and one." "I am looking forward to
cliques broken down, so that we
Freshmen Class "with maliciously line. It showed that they ARE
some didn't realize what they working closely with Mark can work together for the class
invading the beautiful campus of freshmen .
were signing .
Durma, the vice-president," he and the school. Unity is very
Newark State and infiltrating the
When APO first petitioned to
important , and if the freshman
One upperclassman discussed
social and academic areas with the
added.
re-activate their fraternity , which
class has it, we can gain a lot more
devious purpose of perverting _the the outburst, "The Court gets
was recognized on campus during
An outline of plans was made . power. I guarantee it."
e stablished st ude n t b o dy's .more violent every year. Too bad
the
period
of
1959
to
1962
as
a
They
include polling the students
tl\e guys had to destroy property .
morals."
functioning service group , they fo r their ideas and reactions, the
Approximately seven freshmen
(Co ntinued on Page 2)
(Co ntinued on Page 2)
formatio n of a wrestling club, a
represented their class against the
possible Christmas Party, and a
onslau~ t of such charges as "not
name-concert
sponsored by t he
having enough class, a peace
fre shman class in the Spring.
ma rcher , seducer of the j udges'·
wives."
"Immediately after council
Fru i tl essl y d efending the
by Dave Lichtenstein
elections, I want to form student
Fr eshman class against these
At
its last meeting Student
groups composed of non-council
charges was J , C. Martin who
Council
passed and submitted a
members of the class who want to
proposal
to support an ad-hoc
arrived riding bareback on a
be involved," Riley sai d. "They
committee
with appropriations of
donkey. Pontius Nardiell o, the
would discuss and try to solve any
"Perry Mason" of the Class of '69,
questions or problems that might up to one hundred dollars to
victoriously convicted all the
be encountered individually, or by study all necessary aspects of
accused .
t he class as a whole. There will building a new athletic field.
Student Organization President
While each defendant was
also be monthly class meetings so
being prosecuted, the jury; which
e v eryone knows w h at's Bill Price is asking for two
students interested in chairing the
was dressed in Roman togas, and
happening."
committeti, as well as anyone
the attending members of the
Asked
if
he
has
noticed
any
(st
ud e nt , fa cu lty, o r
Senior Class were mercilessly
Bill Loehning addresses members of the Bonds YES Committee at
problems yet , the Freshman administrator) in working on the
shooting "kill " and "we want
last meeting.
project to see him.
blood." And at the same time ,
Some of t he duties of the
various henchmen and slave girls
committee will be to look into the
were roaming the courtroom
possibilities of state funding , cost
shooting the guilty with water
pistols.
e stimates.., and estimates of
So attested by the opinions
fencing, mai?);Jenance, etc.
given after the ceremony everyone
A report fuus.t be submitted by
Just before the beginning of talking to varrious civic and social January 1st cir-council reporting
involved seemed to be enjoying
In a meeting held October 14,
the mock trial. The Seniors even Bill Loehning, student-chairman the Townsend Lecture this organizations.
all finding and recommendations.
The committee is also making The new field will include
took in good-humour the of the Bonds YES Committee, coming '.fuesday , Presidents'
egg-throwing ' which some of outlined some of the programs set Wilkins and Price will briefly sure to contact the evening school Baseball, Football , Soccer, and
address the college as to the need division here at the college, since Tennis Facilities. Price stressed
Freshmen had begun. But when up by his committee.
for passage of the bond issues of as it was pointed out at the once again the "ANYONE
some Freshmen began , attacking
meeting, the bulk of these interested in helping should join"
November
5.
the Senior Court members with
A letter from President Bill
students are of voting age. Bob and that this is "an extremely
Marion Brown , one of the
shaving cream, matters began to Price will be sent to the parents of
Baxter and Don Ipilito are in important job, one for the good
get out-of-hand.
every student at Newark State faculty members on the
charge of the evening division.
of the college . Right now it is a
Two freshmen exclaimed "The pointing out the necessity of committee , reported on the
The committee has also crime to ask another team to
freshmen really put it over the voting in favor of the bond issues. faculty's participation thus far . A
purchased advertising space in the come out and play a game on our
Seniors," "I had more fun than I These letters should be received speakers core has been set up and
INDEPENDENT.
is in the process of contacting and
field. "
expected ." Toey Levi, freshman, early next week.

Ron Riley Elected
Frosh Class Pres.

Judge Woicik Presided
Over Senior Court

New Athletic
Field ·Study

l

Bond YES Committee
Announce New Plans

Page 2.

Part I

Crystal Clear

N.S. C. At N.S.A.

The October 2nd issue of the
INDEPNDENT included - a letter
to the Editor from Maureen
Kearny questioning the
representation of the Newark
State delegation at the National
Student Association Congress this
past summer. She seemed
particularly concerned with the
delegates' reactions to the racism
and student power resolutions
which were discussed in Susie
Schmidt's CPS article titled
" Leaders at the 21st NSC
Congress Behaved As If They Felt
Guilty ." (INDEPENDENT, Sept.
19).
Miss Kearney stated that NSC
students have a right to know how
their representatives voted on the
major issues. Bill Price, Student
Body President and acting
chairman of the entire N.J.
delegation to the convention, told
me in his own opinion how it
really was at N.S.A., and
explained why and how our
delegation voted as they did on
these topics.
The Newark State delegation
was composed of Price, Student
Org., VP Paul Matos, S.C.A.T.C.
Chairman Greg Young, N.S.A.
co-ordinator Pete Bowman, and
INDEPENDENT News Editor
Kevin Alton. The delegates agreed
to vote as one representative
block in which they acted as such:

R esolution to seat challenging
Alabama delegate - Newark State
delegation vo ted NO - Resolutio n
PASSED.
R e so I u t i o n
t o
c o m b a t·
" Institutionalize d Racism " - Newark
State delegation voted YES Resolution PASSED.
Resolution to form dual N.S.A. N.S .I . Corporation - Newark State
delegation voted YES - Resolution
PASSED.

Miss Schmidt noted in her
article:
"\'Yhen a black student from
the University of Alabama
challenged his school.'s delegation
on the grounds that it was
all-white and had not sought black
students to come to the
conference · and be active in .
student government, the Congress
voted to place him on the
Alabama delegation and . throw
one of the regular delegates off,
even though the black had not
applied for the position or shown
interest in the student government
at school. The students seemed to
think that the student government
should have recruited black
delegates actively, and should be
penalized for not having done so."
Price disagreed, explaining "The
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challenging delegate did not show
interest or apply for the position
at school: he did not have legal
credentials. And our delegation
felt that it is not the duty of the
National Congr.ess to tell an
isolated delegation which
individuals may or may not be
seated, unless the school did not
choose its delegates in accordance
with N.S.A. regulations . The U. of
Alabama did ."
"In this instance," he
continued "I did not feel that it
was a question of racism. I voted
for a program to fight
institutionalized racism on
another resolution. I just felt that
as a delegate .to the National
Convention I had no right to
1challenge,
the credentials of
Alabama U., since its deleg.rtion
did fulfil N.S.A. requirements.' .

S. C.A. T.E. · Expanding
·coals: Needs Tutors!

by Dave Lichtenstein
F o 11 owing a successful
fullfilment of its Elizabeth area
quota , S.C .A.T .E. (Student
Committee for Advancement
Through Education) is now in
desperate need of additional
tutors for a Newark society
expansion plan.
Special affairs chairman, Pete
Zanias , noted that "we have
received sufficient help for
Elizabeth, and now feel it is time
to carry our committment into
the Newark Area ."
The project site will be the
Humanity Baptist Church on 10
Prospect Place , in Newark. Tutors
are needed for five days a week, in
accordance with the following
tutee schedule: children, 4-5 p.m.,
"Furthermore I saw it a joke to teenagers, 6-8 p.m., and adults ,
seat the Negro delegate," he 7-9p.m.
"Tutors may choose the age
stated , "unless the people who
voted to seat him then voted to group and time they wish to
adjourn the convention and set up work," said Zanias.
Head chairman Greg Young,
an entirely new set of regulations
by which the Congress would be who spearheads the entire
Committee commented: "The
run ."
"But what did happen seemed tremendous · strides which have
to me only as an act of been taken by S.C.A.T.K during
TOKENISM. I don't believe that this first portion of the academic
the seating really mean.t a damn year, can only be surpassed by the
thing to most of the other devotion and dedication which
delegates . . I felt that they just now can be shown by student
wanted everyone to see how participation within the Newark
" Liberal" they·were by voting this society ."
A second goal of the volunteer
way, but if they really care they
will work for this equality now tutoring organization is to aid
special inmates at the Freehold
that the convention is over ."
County jail. These individuals
must be prepared with separate
tutoring in order to insure a
complete an d successful social
re-habil itation and re-adjustment
upon leaving. These men are all
serving
short-length sentences for
(Con tinued from Page I)

t
!!

Harry Clark, Public Relations Chairman, SCATE

minor crimes, and the help they
receive · from S.C.A.T.E. will be
important in such things as job
applications. Five tutors are
needed for Saturday morning
work.
Young, once again stressed the
importance and . urgency of
student participation in
S.C.A.T.E. affairs , and Zanias
added, "I wish to thank all those
who helped to make us the
success we are and I feel confident
that the student body will give us
its added support , necessary to
make the completion of these two
fine projects a reality ."
For those students_ who are
intrigued and interested by
S.C.A.T.E.'s social committment ,

0

Senior Court

Held Oct. 10

I feel too , there were outsiders
instigating trouble ."
Senior Class President Mike .
Wojcik said "The Senior Court is
our official welcome to the
Freshmen . It was fun but it did
get out of hand ."
Stan Martin remarked, " I hope
everybody took it good naturedly.
The immaturity which was shown
was to be expected. When the
Freshmen become Seniors they
will understand, the purpose for
the Court ."
Mr. Martin concluded in a
humorous tooe, "I enjoyed it but
I wish I could get my petti-pants
back."

Nu Delta Pi Founds
Colony At ·Essex
A newly formed fraternity, of ground rules was set up by the
previously nameless, from Essex two groups after meetings of both
County Community College bodies. The Pi Colony will go
contacted Nu Delta Pi Fraternity through a probationary period
concerning a possible unification from four to twelve months, in
of the two groups. The Essex which Nu Delta Pi will observe
group asked for guidance from Pi their organization as close as
on the many aspects of becoming possible to discern the validity of
a stable Greek organization on their intentions and the calibre of
their campus. The two executive their character. At the end of the
boards met and discussed the period, Pi Colony will become Nu
possibility of Essex becoming a .J)elta Pi, Alpha Chapter.
It must be stated that Nu Delta
chapter of Nu Delta Pi.
· Pi began the process of Pi or Pi Colony can reject one
expanding to E.C.C.C. A system another at any time.

·

were referred by the Faculty
Senate to Student Organization
where it was thereby handed over
to IFSC.
"We want to be free from ALL
groups and just play the
middleman on campus by acting
as co-ordinators for service
projects ; as Alpha Phi Omega does
on other campuses, such as
Rutgers," states Bartik. However,
Streit claims that by APO's
National charter, they have social
inclinations and thereby come
under IFSC's jurisdiction.
In a statement prepared by
Dean Samenfeld it is noted: "The
question at issue involves the
contention that Alpha Phi Omega
is at least quasi-social and should
not be recognized by the College
unless recognized by the IFSC ...
To grant College recognition
would precipitate open conflict
between Alpha Phi Omega and the
IFSC . J'o deny College
recognition would prevent a group
of students from functioning on
campus although their composed
organizati9n would be in no way
counter to the interests of the
College."
"The Appeals Committee
should be organized in the next
couple of weeks and anyone
having an interest in this matter
may ask to be heard," stated the
Dean in this report.

but still haven't joined up because
they may be 'unsure' of their
potential competency as a tutor ,
it should be reminded again, that
this responsibility includes only a
simple job of stimulating a tutee's
interest in life and education and
to help him improve certain skills
which may need improvement. ·
Furthermore , S.C.A.T.E. is the
only method by which a student
can tutor and get credit for the 65
hour group work requirement. If
you care, then share yourself.
Anyone wishing to join
S.C.A.T.E. simply go to the
headquarters located by the
Sloane Lounge entrance and sign
up. And tomorrow you may be
teaching!

Sch(!dule of Events
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS FOR THE WEEK OF 10/20
Date
Event
Place
SUNDAY , OCTOBER20
9:00-6:30
New Jersey Federation
Theatre for
of Music Clubs
Perf. Arts
7:45-10 :30
CCB Movie : " A Man for
Theatre for
All Seasons"
Perf. Arts
MONDAY, October 21
9:00-4:00
Navy Air Recruits
College Center
Hallway
5:30-10:30
Chi Delta Tea
Hex Room
TUESDAY,OCTOBER22
9:00-3:00
Navy Air Recruits
College Center
Hallway
1 :40-4:20
Townsend Lecture: Melvin Belli
Theatre for
Perf. 4rts
4 :00-5 :30
Board of Trustees meeting
Downstg. Room A
5:30-10:30
Beta Delta Chi Tea
Hex Room
6:30-10:00
Omega Phi meeting
Alumni Lounge
6:30-10:00
Nu Theta Chi meeting
Sloan Lounge
6:30-10:00
Sigma Beta Tau meeting
Willis 400
7:00-10:00
Chi Delta meeting
B 104
7:00-10:00
Pi Eta Sigma meeting.
Little Theatre
7:00-9:00
Folk Dance In - Service- Workshop
Dance Studio
7:00-10:00
Kappa Epsilon meeting
Activities Bldg.
RmA
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER23
11 :00-12:00 Newman Club Mass
Little Theatre
5:30-10:30
Sigma Beta Chi Tea
Hex Room
6:00-9:30
Alumni General Council Dinner
Downs Hall
and Meeting
__ .
Section III
Formal Lounge
THURSDAY,OCTOBER24
1 :40-4 :00
Faculty Senate Meeting
Library Conference
Room
4 :30-9 :30
Election Committee.Ballot Count.
Little Theatre
5:30-10:30
Pi Eta Sigma Tea
Hex Room
6:00-7:30
Junior Class Congress Meeting
T.V. Lounge
7:30-9:30
Newman Club Lecture
Sloan Lounge
8:00-9 :30
Modern Dance Workshop
Dance Studio
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25
3 :00-5 :00
Education Department Social
Downs Hall
Section III
5:00-9 :00
Student Council Meeting
Hex Room

A Ip ha ph•I
(Continued from Page 1)
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Foreign Students
Speak On N.S.C.

Page3

Townsend lecture Board
Presents Melvin Belli

Defense lawyer Melvin M. Belli successful personal-injury lawyers
psychology, while Tsentes is is an internationally famed trial he has won millions of dollars in
Probably unknown to most of studying science. All three plan to lawyer. He lives in San Francisco, awards for plaintiffs. He is the
the college body, three of the return home after they have but he has won his reputation in author of the six-volume
freshmen enrolled in the Liberal completed their education. Right cases and courtrooms around the MODERN TRIALS, a standard
Arts program are foreign students. now the girls are living in the world. As one of history's most reference in the legal profession in
Wren Hunte , 21, from British dorm and are enjoying their
West Indies, Helen Barbas, 18, and campus residency "despite the
Constantine Tsentes, 20, both food" . Constantine is staying in
from Cyprus, have now been here Elizabeth with relatives. Wren
long enough to form definite would like to get home for
opinions and impressions. In a Christmas and Helen for the
short interview, I appointed them summer, but neither are sure it
jury and put Newark State on will be possible. They both said
trial.
that weekends on campus were
They like the college itself, and "awfully lonesome."
are contented since it
These foreign students are an
accomodates their needs , and they alert and aware threesome and
feel comfortable with the their impressions should impress
students .
us. They noticed informality and
This " informality" really' freedom - we rebel for more.
impressed them all. Constantine , They noticed a less competitive
who spent a year at the Greek school system - and we complain
University in Athens , noticed it of pressure . And they found
especially in the classroom , where friendly and concerned people in
"the atmosphere is easy, and any a society we condemn as
questions can be asked." The girls apathetic. They were an objective
found the freedom more evident jury and I think Newark State
in the appearances and attitudes would do well to listen to their
Defense Lawyer Melvin M . Belli
of the youth. "Hippies and their verdict.
hair fascinate me," says Wren,
"though I don't understand the
meaning behind it." And Helen
thought the boys here were much
more carefree. "In Cyprus, the
competition is so much keener
that the boys must spend more
TRENTON - The New Jersey on Teacher Education and espcially to insure a full supply of
time studying." Asked if she
Education Assn. announced Professional Standards (TEPS). teachers prepared for success in
thought this made them more
Wednesday it is· naming a "Task "Today, it means only that the our inner-city classrooms," Dr.
mature than the boys she has met
Force on Teacher Standards" to candidate has passed a certain Skogsberg said.
in this country, she replied, "No.
examine
teacher education and number of college courses."
"Certification still relies
They know more, perhaps, but
establish certification procedures
NJEA's TEPS Committee, in primarily on the counting of
the boys here are definitely more
based on demonstrated recommending the proposal, will college courses or credits rather
socially mature."
competence.
select a variety of experts to sit on than determining able
After hearing about the racial
the
Task Force, including performance . This approach has
"A
teaching
certificate
should
problems of the United States,
mathematicians,
scientists, or not kept teacher education and
they were glad to see it wasn't mean that the candidate has
other
academic
scholars
as well as certification in step with changes
extreme at Newark State. Helen unquestionably established his
in classroom need.
representatives
from
outstanding
especia11y was "happy to see all ability to teach - through both
"The NJEA Task Force will
pre-service preparation and a universities and such agencies as
the students mixing together."
evaluate
procedures being used in
the
National
Commission
for
the
Academically , they all seem period of internship," said Dr.
New
Jersey
and other states as
Accreditation
of
Teacher
very excited and anxious to learn. Alfred Skogsberg of Bloomfield,
well
as
the
most progressive
Education.
Wren and Helen are majoring in chairman of the NJEA Committee
The Task Force is expected to thinking from across the nation in
hold hearings and take testimony certification. It will also examine
from all segments of the teaching teacher preparation and
profession and from any recommend any needed
interested representatives of state overhauling of content."
The Task Force will work
government and the general
· BAH A'I FAITH
Missing: Lost Chairman of
public, said Dr. Skogsberg. By closely with the National
"All men have been created to
SCATE
next spring, it expects to issue an Education Assn., the NEA's
carry forward an ever-advancing Blond; Blue Eyes; 6'3" ; 200 lbs. initial report.
National TEPS Commission, and
civilization. Soon will the with pot-belly. If fo1,1nd , feed beer
"While New Jersey's current any interested federal or state
present-day order be rolled up and and send in opposite direction.
certification standards have agencies, Dr. Skogsberg said.
a new one spread out in its stead."
-the A.H. Buddies- insured adequately prepared Members of the NJEA staff will
-Baha'u'llah* * *
teachers in the past , we must be assigned to assist the Task
Ride Needed
* * *
make changes now that will meet Force in its studies, investigations,
Need a ride some days ; give a ride
present and future needs and deliberations.
others. Madison-Florham
For Sale
Dalmation Puppies call Mrs. Park-Chatham area - Pat,
377-5966
P.F. Kavett 351-4376.
*
Inquiries about the Danforth professional study beyond the
* *
* * *
Ron Riley thanks his supporters
Graduate Fellowships, to be baccalaureate.
and urges all to vote in the coming
Approximately 120
awarded in March, 1969, are
For Sale
elections.
invited, according to Dr. Robert Fellowships will be awarded in
Booper'sice skates and Harvey's
Chasnoff the local campus March, 1969. Candidates must be
* * *
roller skates Package Deal ; Owners Dear Mr. Electronics:
nominated by Liaison Officers of
representative .
included in price ; best offer ;
An electrifying point to
The Fellowships, offered by their undergraduate insitutions by
Contact G. Young SCATE office. ponder: This is Newark State, not
the Danforth Foundation of St. November 1, 1968 . The
* * *
the RCA Institute of Technology.
Louis, Missouri , are open to men Foundation does not accept direct
-Your Fans
and women who are seniors or applications for the Fellowships.
Anyone interested in
Danforth Graduate Fellows are
recent graduates of accredited
* * *
playing ice hockey with a chance
A Complimentary Education
colleges in the United States, who eligible for four years of financial
for a spot in the North Jersey
Department Harvest Drop-In
have serious interest in college assistance, with a maximum
League call 485-1707
Fri., October 25; 2:30 PM Downs
teaching as a career, and who plan annual living stipend of $2400 for
* * *
Hall; Refreshments will be served;
to study for a Ph.D. in a field single Fellows and $2950 for
see G.E. majors.
common to the undergraduate married Fellows, plus tuition and
For Sale
college. Applicants may be single fees. Dependency allowances are
* * *
Guitar-Harmony Spanish, Nylon
Found
or married, must be less than available. Financial need is not a
Strings Originally $70.00 now Ring, during time of Senior Court
thirty years of age at the time of condition for consideration.
Danforth Fellows may hold
Dance owner can identify at
application, and may not have
$30.00.
(Continued on Page 7)
Student Activities Office
M.B.No. 829
undertaken any graduate or
By LESLIE DEVLIN

New Jersey Ed. Assn. To Examine
Task Force On Teach er Standards

Classified Ads

Danforth Graduate Fellowships

which he sets forth his theories on
demonstrative evidence.
Mr. Belli received his A.B.
degree from th~ University of
California in Berkely in 1929 and
his LLB. from Boalt Hall in 1933.
Later that year he was admitted
to the California Bar. Since 1940
he has been senior partner in Belli,
Ashe and Gerry, a San Francisco
law firm. Since 1951 he has
conducted the Belli Seminars on
the law. He is the author of the
most recent a work with Mr.
Daniel Jones on the LIFE AND
LAW IN RUSSIA.
No figure in modern legal
history has caught the fancy of
the lawyer and even the laymen as
has Melvin M. Belli . Controversial
- perhaps, effective - always. Mr.
Belli speaks with an authoritive
voice about the subjects he knows
best , for " The King of Torts" is a
modern giant in the field of
damages.
A dynamic lawyer, Mr. Belli
can speak with conviction on
many subjects. His knowledge of
medicine, science, economy and
education has proved time and
time again that this phenomenal
man has few peers.
Mr. Belli, as a great legal
scholar, is equally at ease in the
courtroom, classroom, or the
library. His MODERN TRIALS is
the American trial Lawyer's
classic, and this dynamic new
series, MODERN DAMAGES will
become handbooks for trial
lawyers. In addition to his San
Francisco and Los Angeles offices,
he maintains offices in Tokyo and
Rome.
Melvin M. Belli is a name no
modern progressive lawyer can
afford to ignore - and an
institution long to be remembered
in the world he loves and knows
best - the courtroom.

Adult Center
To Assist
Prisoner
On October 11, 1968, the
inmates of the Union County
Prison, located in the Elizabeth
Court House , will undergo testing
in preparation of one of the many
programs existing throughout our
nation . This .program, however, is
administered by the Newark State
Adult Education Resources
Center . The primary purpose of
the Center is to provide assistance
in the preparation of teachers in
the field of adult education as
well as other related services. It
has consultant services in adult
education, a library and
information center, and various
program.s aimed at the
improvement of both resources
and persoJtflel in the adult
education field.
The program, in conjunction
with the Union County Sheriffs
Office and the administration of
(Continued on Page 7)
:::::::::·: . .:. .. ,.::a::::::::::::::::n:.:.::::.m:::.•.;i;J··;.·•• ❖ ·w•,'l

NOTICE
students interested in
he)if,ing chose a name group for
next semester, come to Sloane
Lounge, Thurs. October 17, 4:00
R.S.V.P. Marlene Nisonoff, Box
11.
All
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"
"Truth cannot be /orceJ but must be allowed to plead /or it5el/."

Senior Court
Last Tuesday the Freshmen witnessed
Senior Court . Witnessed because only a
handful actually took part in the trite
proceedings.
Senior Court was an outgrowth of the
original freshman hazing program abandoned
three years ago. At that time freshman were
tried for doing or not doing certain
prescribed foolishness in the three
preceeding days before Sen_ior Court. The
foolishness of hazing was dropped because it
served no real purpose.
Viewing this year's Senior Court the
same question comes into mind. "What is
the real purpose?"
Costumes were rented , the theater,
pomp and circumstance all planned and
staged, a good time was had by the upper
classmen . But isn't Senior Court for the
freshmen , a uniting force to bring the class
together ; to start them off on their four
years at college as a unit?

The Editors use the terms seniors and
freshmen realizing that only a handful of
each class were involved in tbe goings on ,
but the events were still in the name of the
classes represented.
The Editors are not asking for abolition
of Senior Court but only for our redrawing
of purposes, plans and procedures.

S.C.A.T.E.
With all this hippy and yippie business,
people are saying that this generation is
really turned-on , with it, involved. Yet we
he re at Newark State, and at many similar
insitu tions, constantly harp on the
turned-off, uninvolved , (need we repeat?)
apathetic young men and women who
someday will fill-in behind the ranks of our
forebears and their follies.

There are few things on this campus to
which we can point with pride and say: That
we the students, have acco"mplished, that it
is a good thing, that it is constructive, that it
is a hope for the future. There are some,
Maybe the Editors see Senior Court from . however. ·
an old fashined view point, however we fail
The infant group, Collegians for Black
to see a new view point being taken.
Action on campus is supposedly very active
Two years ago costumes were rented and and constructive. It is · a big first step on a
damaged at Senior Court and finance board long stairway into the future we all must
was plagued . for months with bills for these hope for.
·
costumes.
But , the organization to which we can
Last Senior Court was held in the point with the most pride is S.C .A.T.E.
Theater for the Performing Arts· an.4 a furor Although Newark State is now a liberal arts
was rightly raised in fear of damaging a new college, and may someday become a really
building. It is very difficult to clean eggs and good one , it remains· primarily a
other thrown matter from upholstered seats, teacher-training oriented institution. It is
carpets and curtains. Yet Senior Court was therefore appropriate that S.C.A.T .E., as a
held in the Theater again this year.
committee devoted to helping individual
Why wasn 't it held in the gym, the children gain the needed push towards a
cafeteria or even outside so that more solid educational background, has grown so
freshmen could get involved? Why was so steadily in these past five years to become an
much emphasis placed on regalia for the organization of prominence in our
neighqoring communities.
seniors and not on the freshmen?

Newark State students and faculty are
working hard to help get a bond issue
through this November so that new buildings
can be built on campus. How interesting it
would be for a voter to see eggs being tossed
inside one of those new buildings.
The seniors didn 't throw eggs. It was the
freshmen. However they are not to be
blamed entirely because they expected the
procedures and happenings of years past.
The seniors should have anticipated this and
should have. taken the necessary precautions.

Editor's Note:
All letters addressed to Sound
and -Fury must be signed. If you
wish to remain anonymous , you
can request your name to be
withheld, but no letter will be
published unless the original copy
is signed.

Reality
TO THE EDITOR:
I am writing this letter in
response to the letter Miss Marie
Joyce, Class of '72 , wrote last
week. In that letter she made
some remarks which I think she
ought to retract.
First of all , her attitude that
the upperclassmen lack
understanding for the "poor"
freshmen is a lot of nonsense . If
she wants the whole school to go
around throwing bouquets at her
for the · next four years and
running after her to see if there's
anything she needs, then she's got
a ·lot of growing up to do. The
upperclassmen are people, not
babysitters, and they react as
people do.
If Miss Joyce would make an
effort to make friends , than I can
assure her she'd find some of the
nicest people among the ranks of
the upperclassmen at Newark
State.
Her next "gross generalization"
was that freshmen lose interest in
the school because they never
know what's going on . Well , if

don't appreciate this school,
you're only right when you refer
to the deadheads who don't do a
thing. But please, Miss Joyce,
don't insult All the freshmen by
putting them in this category just
because you don't happen to
know any of us who ARE
involved and who do appreciate
N.S.C.
Thank you ,
SUE KENNEDY.

Improve
Carnival
TO THE EDITOR:
Why not broaden the scope of
the Carnival so that it allows for
college-wide participation? We are
missing an easy way to create
community ·interest in what goes
on here. The greek letter
organizations can still do their
thing , but there are many
activities going on which would
not only appeal to more people
than dart games and bingo, but
would dramatize the life of the
college.
I am thinking of art exhibits in
the arcades connected to the art
wing. We have many colorful
creative arts going on: glass
blowing, pottery, weaving, wood
sculpture, print making, painting.
Showing these projects in action is
the back bone of every successful
benefit, garden fete, or ~chool
open house. We could have some
big concert in the theater , a dance
recital or short plays in the little
theater, an old fashioned church
supper in the cafeteria finger
painting demonstration in the
campus school and on and on.
The possibilities are endless and
exciting.
VINCENT PORCARO
THE BOOK AND SUPPLY STORE

they'd open their eyes once in a
while they'd SEE what's going on.
There are always advertisements
in the Student Center to
announce, to anyone interested
enough to read, what's happening.
I agree that more advertising
would be greatly appreciated, but
since we have to make do with
what we have, she should spend a
few of - her precious minutes
reading - and than participate.
That's the key word. There would
be a lot more spirit if this type of
"too busy" person would get TO THE EDITOR:
involved. After all, how can
So far what I have seen of your
anyone feel like a part of a school paper, I don't like . For instance,
Although reasonably su ccessful in if there is nothing in it he is a part the missprint about the elections
attaining its goals, S.C.A.T.E. is not , and of? He can't.
which stated that the primaries
cannot, afford to be satisfied . There are
If you think that the freshmen
(Continued on Page 5)
simply too many children in need of help .
S.C~A .T.E. has expanded its services from
Elizabeth to Newark. It is possible now to The opinions expressed in signed columns of this newspaper do not
tutor not only children, but adults as we 11. necessarily reflect the opinions of the editors. Nor is anything printed in this
An attempt is being ma de to offer tutoring paper, unless- directly noted as such, to be taken as official policy or opinion of
services to special inmates at the Freehold th e college.
County jail.
Editor-in-Chief
Edward
A. Esposito
S.C.A.T.E. is making great strides toward
Business Manager
a better future , providing unique Managing Editor
Betty Stein
opportunities for social committment. While Margaret Morgan
the horizons of a tutee are broadened by News Editors ............... .... . . Kevin Alton, Maureen Higgins
contact with a tutor who cares, the pupil of Assistant News Editor . .. ..... .. ... . _. ... .. . . ... . .. Susan Stein
ten teaches the teacher. They provide added Feature Editor . . .......... . ......... ... . ...... Gay Schneider
perspective into _the true state of the Assistant Feature Editor . . .............·.-. .. ... . Dave Lichtenstein
nation-the individual hopes and fears of each Copy Editors .. .. ... . Maureen Kearney , Pat-Kelly, Nadia Melnyczuk
Sports Editor . ......... . ....... .. ...... . . . .. Randy McCarthy
of its citizens.
Circulation .. . ... . .. ..... . .... ... ·... ..... .. . ...... Ina White
Nearly every student on this campus has Advertising ... ... ....... .. . ... . .. ... . Tom ·Haedrich, Dave Malo
enough education to aid another student Secretary .............. . .. .... . .. .. . . . . . ... ... Vita Buscaino
who needs help. The administration has Advisor .. .. . . . .. . .. .. ..... .... ... . ...... .. . .. Mr. James Day
recognized S.C.A.T.E.'s value by awarding Staff . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tony Sa, Peter Feeney, Dave Rieger
Don Smartt, Rich McCormick, Di-Anne Terzino,
credit for the 65-hour group work
Leslie Devlin, Jeanne Chasney, Diane Armino,
requirement. The INDEPENDENT cannot
Michele Ferrara, Mary Ann Leidell, Carolyn Nobile
urge YOU strongly enough to take advantage
Published every Thursday of the academic year. Deadline for material is
of the opportunities provided by S.C .A.T .E. the Friday prior to publication. ·
to pave the way to the future with your
O°FFICES : College Center-Phone:289-4550
Member United States Student Press Association
hours of service in education.
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Hope For Coleen
"Coleen is our first child ....
she was always small and very thin
- sh .: seemed slow at things but
I he doctor told us she would
catch up."
Coleen Patricia Bradley was
born March 3, 1966 to a young
couple , James and Joanne
Bradley . She is now 2½ years old
chronologically - and 17
months old·in physical and mental
maturity. Coleen is a brain-injured
baby .
The Bradleys took their little
baby to the Baby's Hospital in
Newark for tests which showed
negative - that Coleen was all
right. "We found out later that
this was because the tests were
done wrong ."
Another child was born,
Cynthia. Coleen kept falling
farther and farther behind .in
comparison with her new sister,

who is a normal healthy child,
now 16 months old. At all the
stages in which children are
supposed to mature - recognize
people , raise their heads , crawl ,
make baby noises - Coleen was
retarded .
In January , 1968, the Bradleys
took her to a neurosurgeon in the
Columbia Presbyterian Hospital in
New York City. It was here that
their worse suspicions - of brain
damage - were confirmed. In
June of this year the Bradleys
were given some hope . Dr. Spitz
of Media Pennsylvania sent them
to Dr. Doman, director of the
Institute for the Rehabilitation of
the Brain Injured, Inc. Dr. Doman
recommended that Coleen be
started on a relatively new type of
therapy
"patterning. "
eighty-four percent of the
(Continued on Page 7)
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STRATFORD, CONNECTICUT

RICHARD II
Newark States' English ·· Club
hosted a trip to Stratford,
Connecticut last Saturday, the
12th, to attend the Shakespeare
Theaters production of " Richard
II".
The lead, Ted Graeber, was
excellent ; his characterization of
R ichard as a young, rather
dramatic , flamboyant , capricious
king at the start of the play led
smoothly into the tragedy of his
realization that kingship was for
real and that he was going to lose
it. The scene in which Richard
deposes himself was powerful and
effective .
Jeff David's portrayal of
Bolingbroke was not equal to that

of his antithesis, Richard. There
was no indication here of the man
who swayed all of England into
revolt against its God-anointed
king. His was generally a
disappointing performance,
especially since there was so much
need for a strong and po,werful
Bolingbroke soon to be Henry IV.
William Glover , as the aged and
dying John of Gaunt, delivered his
impassioned speech in praise of
"This blessed plot , this earth, this
realm, this England ... " with just
the right mixture. of patriotism,
desperation, and senility. A
surprisingly good portrayal of old
Duke of York, by Stefan
Gierasch , gave rituality to a part
that could have been underplayed.
In order to shorten
Shakespeare , the subplot in which
York's son, Aumerle, is caught
plotting against the new King
Henry was completely cut.

by Gaylord
The stage setting and
costuming was particularly
effective
reminiscent of
pageantry and extravaganzas, yet
tastefully done , giving an over-all
richness to the production.
The only disappointment in
the production , alluded to before ,
was the portrayal of Bolingbroke.
In the last scenes, those in which
Richard showed his true quality
defending his life against assassins
in the tower , and in which
Bolingbroke was horrifiea by
Richard's subsequent death and
his own unwitting part in it ,
Davids' understatement of the
tragedy and underplaying of his
part seemed a puny anticlimax.
As always , familiarity with the
play provided an easier reviewing.
On the whole, the performance of
Richard II lent considerable credit
to the fine name the American
Shakespeare Festival Theatre has
made for itself.

More Sound And Fury
(C?ntinued from Page 4 )

:,"ere going to be held ~n th~ 1~th
instead of the 3rd. This rruspnnt
caused a mere 3~0 ~eople to vote
because most didn t know that
there was an election on.
Ineffeciency like this should not
be tolerated by the Stud~nt Body.
So lets go and do something about
it. The students of this institution
deserve a better sch_ool paper_. Lets
have one run with efficiency,
good reporting and less falisies .
An Annoyed
. , FRAND DEL GUERCIO
Editors Comment
To error is human; to forgive
divine! (We forgive your spelling
errors.)

Apply~ere:_________
I
I

I
I

I

I

I
I
I
I
I
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That's right. You, too, con be a pilot.
Join the United States Air Force and qualify fo r
p ilot training. Become a leade r with executive
res po ns i bi Ii ty.
Well, what else? A pilot is the office r in ch a rge
o f a millio n dollars worth of high flyin g , sophis ticated su per~onic equi pment, isn' t he?
Yes, and you' ll wear a sna p py blue officer' s uniform, enjoy office r's pay an d p rivileges. You 'll
p ro bab ly tra ve l to exoti c fore ig n land s, and hove
a se c ur e fu ture in the bigg e st sc ie nt ific and
research o rgani zatio n. W orl d's bi gge st.
Yo u'll be whe re all the exciting Spa ce Ag e breakthrou ghs ore. Where it's happening . N ow. Today.
Right now. This minute. The Air Force is the "now"
place to be.
If you yearn to fly and don't try the Aerospace
Team, you'll miss your big chance.
Let that be a lesson I
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
Box A, Dept. SCP-810 _
Randolph Air Force Bose, Texos 78148
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Responsible
Citiz-ens
TO THE EDITOR:
I find it quite surprising that
not one student has seen fit to
speak about the political
condidates in such a controversial
year. Some of our students will be
voting this year and have neither
expressed their preferences, nor
asked that the rest of the student
body do so. I hope that this
generation has not failed in their
involvement in the political arean
just because the candidates do not
express predominately the feelings
of the youth of America.
As responsible citizens your
involvement, as leaders, will
depend upon your actions here
and now. I do not ask that you
support a candidate with whom
you do not agree. I merely plead
that you accept the democratic
system. by expressing your views
and preparing yourself to work
with, and for the future of this
troubled land.
This would suggest either
support of a candidate, or the
proposals- you feel the public
should demand of the next
president of the U.S., whoever he
will be. Many students, I'm sure,
feel that none of the presidential

candidates are acceptable. But
p 1e a d i n g d i s g u s t an d
disappointment will not only alter
the American system of
democracy. It will defeat the
purpose and foundations of this
country.
l am not a flag-waver but
America was not built on the
turned heads of dissatisfied
citizens who chose to drop out of
the social sphere. It rose through
the efforts of those courageous
enough to back their beliefs with
action and hard work, to change
undesireable flaws in their
government.
President Kennedy said that
the torch had been passed to a
new generation of Americans . Has
this generation chosen to let the
America of five short years ago
fall shatteringly to the evil s of
inhumanity, injustice , and
political ruin? I believe not. If you
can not agree with American
policy, I ask that you seek to
change it. If you agree , I ask that
you continue to strive for the
America so many dreamed of and
have lost sight of as she seemingly
fades from the scene of modern
man each day.
RICHARD J. IDLLS

USE It! ·
TO THE EDITOR:
On October 24th, 1967, a
scoreboard was presented to
President Eugene Wilkens by
Sigma- Theta Chi Fraternity. This
was • o accomodate soccer,
basebaif--and "football"; but were
any provisions made as to whom
would lift those huge, heavy
numerals and place them on the
scoreboard????? You can count,
on one finger, how many times
the scoreboard has been used this
season (soccer). It is a pleasure to
come to a game and know exactly
what is going on without having
to ask a dozen people the quarter
and score. Since we have such a
nice scoreboard, why not USE
IT!!
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Newark State College Faculty-Student
Bond YES Committee ·

FACTS ABOUT THE THREE 1968 BOND ISSUES ••••
to help solve New Jersey's education, institution, highway, mass transit and urban housing problems.
Here is why you -should vote YES on all three public questions on Election Day, .November 5.

When you have PROBLEMS ...... .
Everybody knows that New Jersey's roads are choked with traffic, that you can't move passengers
or trucks without terrible delays and frustrating inconvenience. New Jersey's 3 million cars will
increase to 4 million in another 10 years, yet we haven't had a major road modernization program for over 30 years.
.
Harried commuters have reached the breaking point trying to get to work on antiquated, collapsing mass transit facilities . .If these commuters are forced onto the highways we'll be absolutely
strangled.
Half of New Jersey's college students are forced to go out of state for higher education, others
just can't go t o college because of lack of facilities in our state. We're decades behind.
Unemployment problems and industrial demands for skilled workers cannot be resolved without
added · facilities for vocational training. New Jersey is one of only six states without state-wide
educational radio and television.
·
New Jersey's model plan for detention and rehabilitation of drug addicts cannot be implemented
because of limited facilities. Inadequate provision for care of the mentally retarded has built a
growing waiting list of over one thousand.
Many of our State hospitals are overcrowded and in great need for rehabilitation, for example:
The 120 year old Trenton State Hospital is not fireproof. Trenton State Prison is decaying and
its hospital has lost it's accreditation.
Badly needed low and moderate income housing is not being built in troubled inner-city areas
because of economic discouragement of private investment.

You propose SOLUTIONS . . . . . . . .
THE NEW JERSEY TRANSPORTATION BOND ISSUE:
Invest $440 million in new highway construction and $200 million in new mass transit equipment
and facilities.
·
·
THE NEW JERSEY PUBLIC BUILDINGS CONSTRUCTION BOND ISSUE:
Invest $100 million in"'t'enovation and new construction of State institutional buildings.
Invest $237½ million in the construction of new state colleges, expand existing colleges, expand
the vocational training system and establish State-wide educational radio and TV stations.
THE NEW JERSEY HOUSING ASSIS.TANCE BOND ISSUE:
Make available $12½ million to attract and stimulate private investment in. housing for depressed
areas.
·
Approval of these public questions would mean only that the state is authorized to issue bonds
and would do so only as expenditure of the proceeds is feasible.

Find the best way to FINANCE the solutions . ..... .
The State's current income is needed to pay for current operations. As in business and personal
finance, investment in facilities to be used ·over a long period of time is best funded by borrowing
the money for gradual repayment. Selling bonds is the means by which government can borrow
these much-needed funds.
Conditions are favorable for New Jersey to issue bonds. The State has a top credit rating (because
of its low debt level); and should invest now before prices rise higher.
Investment now can create for future generations an inheritance of adequate public facilities, and
prevent leaving a legacy of unsolved problems.

And let the VOTERS make the final decision ...... .
Provision . for the three bond issues was overwhelmingly passed by the legislature: Safeguards
have been provided for the most economical and direct use of the funds.
~~
Final authorization for the three bond issues must be voted by the citizens of New Jersey in
the coming general election on November 5th. A responsible judgement is required of all who
will vote on the bond issues. Each voter must recognize the critical needs of the State; realize
that the bond issues are the only hope of meeting these needs; and act to help New Jersey meet
its obligations of today and fulfill its promise for the future before increasing costs of construction make -it impossible to do the job.
·

New Jersey's growth is everybody's job--VOTE YES on all three Bond~ on Nov. 5th_
Paid Advertisement N.S.C. Bonds Yes Committee
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Gaylord.
(Continued from Page 5)

children on patterning at this
center have improved.
The method in its simplest
form is a means to stimulate the
undamaged parts of the brain to
take over some of the work of the
injured part. Once brain cells are
damaged , they cannot as yet be
repaired or replaced. A sample
exercise is one involving simulated
crawling; three people are needed;
one to move the child's head from
side to side, another to move the
right arm and leg, another to
move the left arm and leg. A
"crawl box" is also used, a device
to force the child to learn to
crawl. (It is now thought that
crawling is an important part of
an infant's development. These
crawling exercises have been used
to aid children retarded in
reading.)
Other exercises have the
patient practice moving the
mouth to aid in learning to speak;
a light flashes on and off to
correct vision problems such as
crossed eyes; another stimulates
tactile agility· - hand movements;
work with recognition of pictures
is a step towards learning to read.
All of these simple exercises
and more will be used to help
Coleen. Mrs. Bradley has ·set up a
schedule from 7 :30 a.m. to 7:30

•

.Hope For Coleen

The N.C.E. (Newark College of
Engineering) and N .S.C .
Computer dance will be held this
Saturday beginning at 8 p.m.
Tickets will be sold at the door at
$1.50 each and $2.50 drag.
However , tickets for
computerized dates are no longer
available. Approximately 180
Newark State students have filled

THIRD ANNUAL
QUAKER CITY
JAZZ FESTIVAL

Coleen Patricia Bradley

p.m. every day. The crawling
technique must be practiced six
times a day, five minutes at a
time, seven days a week. With
three people needed for this
exercise, the burden for Mrs.
Bradley will not merely be
monumental, it will be impossible
to bear.
Coleen is an out-patient. This is
much less expensive than a
prolonged stay in a hospital ; also,
Coleen will have love and
stimulation from her own family.
She imitates her sister Cindy,
learning to pick up food and toys
and to put them into her mouth.

out questionnaires that will be
matched with forms filled by
N.C.E. men.
According to Ed Kelly, Social
Committee Chairman, extensive
advertising has been utilized at
Seton Hall , Union Junior, Upsala,
Fairleigh Dickinson and Rutgers
Newark. These students can buy
unmatched tickets at the door.
A "socializing" room will be
set up states Kelly , to reintroduce
dissatisfied couples to others in
the room.
The idea for a computer dance
originated with N.C .E. students .
N . C . E. formulated the
questionnaire and supplied the
computer.
Newark's Social Committee
will donate its share of the profits
to the Student Organization's
charity fund.

PLEXIGLAS
Rods- Sheets- Tubes
Acetate- Vinyl
SuN., OCT. 20, 7 PM• Sp1c,11uM

Trckns: SJ.so 4-so 5.50 6.Jo

DioNNE WARwick
Hu<eh MASEkdA

MiRiAM MAkEbA
RAMSEY LEwis

Liquid Casting
Plastic
Styrofoam
Plastics for
school projects

MONGO SANTAMARiA
NEWMAN

Tickets: Showba.t Jazz Theat r. 1409
Lombard St .; Empire Record Shop ,
39 S. 52nd St .; Paramount Reco rd
Shop. 180 1 Rid&• Ave.; All Reco rd
Mart Sto res; Gim bels: Wanameke r s:
Spectrum : Cent er City ticket o ffice;
Glessme n's. 13th & l ocust; in
Wilm inaton: Baa I, Baaaae..i. in
C.lftden: Wei nber1 R~rd i:ahop ,

Uf.:'
: ~ ~-=Y~t!~•3~K = : :,s hop.
Showboa t Joou The.etr, 1409 l o m ba rd

St., Phila ., Pe. 19102
. Info : Phone LO 8 -3 222

Fellowships
(Continued from Page 3)

other fellowships such as Ford, the support of efforts, largely in
Fulbright , National Science, the St. Louis area , in the fields of
Rhodes , Woodrow Wilson, etc. employment, education and
concurrently, and w_ill . be housing.
Danforth F;!"llows without stipend
The Foundation is both an
until the other awards lapse.
operating arid grant-making
The Danforth Foundation was agency ; that is, it makes grants to
created in 1927 by the late Mr. schools, colleges, universities and
and Mrs. William H. Danforth of other public and private agencies,
St. Louis as a philanthropy and . also administers programs
devoted to giving aid and designed to reflect its central
encouragement to persons, to emphases.
emphasizing the humane values _ _.....,......_ _""""""_ _ _ _ __

NSC. And NCE To Hold
Computer Dance Sat.

B. B. KiNG • DAvid
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World of Plastics
1129 So. Elmora Ave.
Eliz.

The Bradleys will need much
help in order to provide a future
for Coleen. They are sending out a
call for help - for volunteers to
devote a few minutes a day for as
many days as possible to work
with Coleen. The Bradleys live at
82 Jeffrey Road , Colonia. A
new-found friend, Mrs. Gloria
Floersch, has offered her services
as coordinator for the ·hoped-for
volunteer corps. Her phone
number is 283-2539 and you may
call after 4 p.m. any day.
· In -the past month, Coleen has
learned to walk holding on to
furniture. She has started to say
"Mama" and " Dada ." She now
eats table food and makes
attempts to feed herself with a
spoon. She is very active and is a
happy, pretty child.
Perhaps, with patterning,
Coleen can catch up to baby
sister. The Bradleys want to start
in earnest on November 4. They
cannot - without your help.
Volunteer - bring a friend, too.
Help Coleen. It may be the most
worthwhile thing you have ever
done . EDITOR'S NOTE: This
story has gone out to · the
commercial press . It is being
printed here because of the
unique possibilities offered to the
special education majors and
other future teachers interested in
serving children .

Adult Center
(Continued from Page 3)

the Union County Jail , while
educationally sound, is different
from the traditional classroom
approach. All material is to be
presented in an individualized,
unstructured, informal way to
these young people. The
participants, men between the
ages of 18-26, with no more than
a year sentence, will receive a
basic knowledge of reading skills,
in order to help them obtain the
General · Equivalency Diploma.
The GED, which is wid_ely
accepted by civil service, business
and an increasing number of ·
colleges, has proved necessary in
the rehabilitation of these men.
Tutors from this school have
been requested and all applicantsmust meet certain requirements.
They must be male and willing to
work either Monday and Friday,
or Tuesday and Thursday, 1-3
P.M. All necessary instruction will
be provided by the Adult
Education Resource Center
located in the College Center.
O nce again, the opportunity
knocks with only you to answer
the call.

that come from a religious and
democratic heritage, and to
strengthening the essential quality
of education. The Foundation
seeks to serve these purposes
through activity in education and
ur ban affairs . In education
particular emphasis is placed upon
secondary and higher education in
the United States and especially
on the liberal arts and sciences. In
urban affairs, priority is given to

WRA Notices
(Continued from Page 8)

b_ulletin board in the gym, or Mrs.
Resnick.
I
WRA field hockey team will
play Trenton State at N.S.C. at
4:00 p.m. Come and give them
your support. The result the first
game of the season with Drew
U_niversity in Madison. Varsity - a
tie, 0-0. J.V. - 1-0 , in favor of
Drew.

Debbie Herman listens attentively to the proceedings at the
Student Council meeting on October 4 . She now occupies a
Council seat since she holds the Junior Class Presidential post
vacated by Ben Wasserman.

are you cheap?
Do you advertise on the bulletin boards instead of
YOUR college paper!
Do you realize that they look awful - get ripped
doV1111 regularly - get laughed at and very often
DON'T WORK!
Did you know that if you put a sign on every
bulletin board at N.S.C., you still don't get HALF
the coverage that the Independent can give you
with its circulation of 5000 papers each week!

And most important of all ,
for only $1.00 you can ~ an
ad this
-.

BIG
So for your classified ads, rides home, car-selling ads, and almost
anything - including th()fe WI LO PERSONAL ADS

TRY THE INDEPENDENT
IT'S YOUR COLLEGE PAPER!

THE INDEPENDENT
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NSC Ties Glassboro 5-5
In Second Conj. Gitme
By Rick Watson

.
d
!'
I n t h eu secon
conierence
game of the season, Newark State
hosted · the Glassboro State Profs
last Saturday and had to come
from behind to tie the game 5-5.
It looked like Glassboro was going
to run away with the game as they
built up a 4-1 lead in the third
period. Newark tied the score and
pulled ahead in the second
overtime only to be tied with two
minutes left.
Bob Smith opened up
Glassboro's scoring with 15: 00
gone in the first period on an easy
shot from ten feet out and a
minute later, Tom Miller scored
the first of his three goals on a
cross from Bill Packard.
Sam Sabiliauskas scored his
first goal of the afternoon on a
hard shot in the second period.
Shortly after , Miller scored again
on a cross from Kuzio to make
the score 3-1 before halftime.
In the start of the third period,
Paul Rapp scored after Ken Smith
hit the Newark goal post , making
the score 4-1. The Squires then
began to fight back at 15 :00 in
the third period. Bill Sacchetto

..

scored on a pass from Sabihauskas
and three minutes later Sam
scored on an assist from Dave
Malo. EarJy in the fourth period
the Squires knotted the score at
4-4 when Malo crossed to
Sacchetto who came through with
the score.
With the score tied at 4-4 two
five-minute overtime periods were
called. No goals were scroed in the
first overtime, but in the second
period the action began once
again. Taking the kickoff, Newark
State scored after only 10 seconds
had elapsed wi th Sabiliauskas
passing to Col pitts on the wing
who scored.
Throughout the period the
referees missed several critical
calls , missing a hand ball in fr ont
of the goal, and another outside
the goal area. With two minutes - Sam 'Sab' tries to get ball from
left , they missed another caU
Lincoln player.
when Glassboro scored on an
illegal throw in .
The ball was put in play on a
bad throw and Tom Miller booted
in to tie the score. N.S.C. is 3-2-2,
0-1-1 in conference. Glassboro is
1-2-1 , 0-1-1 in conference.

Carol Dillon Partakes
In '68 Para-Olympics
By Randy McCarthy

f'

Twenty seven year-old Carol Dillon , a bookkeeper at Newark
State College in Union, will soon be making her second trip to the
Para-Olympics, which will be held this fall in Israel.
Para-Olympics are the games for the handicapped. Carol has been
partially paralyzed from the waist down since birth, yet the Newark
resident still manages to compete from a wheelchair.
The United States team, which will leave for Tel Aviv on
Noyember 2, is composed of sixty-six members . Carol and her
team-mates were selected from about 200 who competed in the
National Wheelchair Games last June in New York .
These games are actually the Para-Olympics trials for the world
championships held each year in England in non-Olympic years .

· Carol Dillon .

(_

There are three divisions in the
handicapped games and Miss
Dillon competes in Class 2
because she is able to walk with
the aid of braces on her legs and
crutches.
In the national championships ,
she was the Class 2 leader in the
precision javelin, scoring seventy
out of a possible eighty points.
She has also finished third in the
distance javelin, shot put , and 60
yard dash.
Bowling is one . of Carol's
favorite sports, along with archery
and track events. Last year, she
held a fine 102 average . Miss
Dillon also enjoys square dancing.
All of the above activities are
performed from the wheelchair.

NSCDovvns
Lincoln U
by RICK WATSON

Wednesday, October 9 ,
brought the first soccer
engagement between Newark
State College and Lincoln
University of Pennsylvania, an
NCAA team. Newark played
unenthusiastic baU for most of the
game , leading the .predominantly
West African team 4-0 until the
final period when Lincoln almost
pulled it out before losing by a
4-3 score.
The game was hard fought ; the
Squires matching Lincoln 's
superior footskills with accurate
passing and intelligent hard nosed
ball . The first Squire goal came
with 16 minutes gone in the first
period , when Dave Colpitts
dribbled past the Lincoln defe nse
and scored after receiving a long
clear by goalie Wayne Zenger .
Sam Sabiliauskas scored his eighth
goal of the season when he
received a pass from Jerry
McLaughlin in the second period.
Two minutes later Colpitts scored
again on a lead pass from
Sabiliauskas With the score 3-0,
Patrick Henry scored for Lincoln 's
first goal. Bob Liddle ended the
Squire scoring when he received a
cross from Dave Colpitts in the
third period. Newark then sat on
its laurels and it wasn't until
Lincoln scored two more goals
before they woke up. Syden
Motsoasele scored Lincoln's
second goal and it was Joseph
Rodgers who registered the
visitor 's final marker.
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From

The Bench

by _Randy McCarthy
Last week, Council OK'd a proposal which was submitted by
Student Organization President Bill Price. In this proposal, Mr. Price
suggested the formation of an ad-hoc student committee to "research
the aspects" of a new athletic field (see article in today's issue.)
Personally, I'm glad to see that this motion was passed because
our present athletic (soccer and baseball) field is in bad shape, to say
the least. I must give credit to Bill Price for showing strong interest in
such an important matter as this.
However, while we are looking ahead to improve athletic facilities
at NSC, we are also forgetting about some of the most basic duties that
must be carried out in order to participate in intercollegiate sports. This
is where our athletic program is really hurting!
Our coach, our athletic director, and even our school has been
embarrassed many times due to the irresponsibility of those people.who
hold the purse strin.gs.
For instance, the paying of officials is a good example. Referees
officiating a collegiate athletic contest are usually paid before the game
by the home team. This is standard procedure and it is followed by
most colleges. Now, are you ready for this? As of this writing, the
officials who covered the game here, against Monmouth College on
Sept. 25, still have not been paid , and here it is October 17 , almost a
month later!
This is nothing new. It has been going on for quite a while , and
its' a sure bet that the "School and. College Officials Association" has
been making note of our late payments.
Maybe we are stretching our luck a bit too far , and if this habitual
lateness in paying continues, one day the Assoc. may turn around and
make a motion to deny us admittance in the conference. Believe it or
not, they have the power to do it!
Here is another example of a "minor" oversight. I would rather
call it simple neglect. Dr. Benson, Director of Athletics , received a
phone call the other day from our insurance company, reminding HIM
(when he has no control of funds for this purpose) that payment for
our athletic insurance premium is overdue .
This year , we have had three fractures in soccer so far . The
company will most likely cover these injuries because they know we are
in the process of renewing the policy. What would happen if they
decided not to cover these boys? Who would be left with the medical
bills? And who would be left in a most embarrassing situation?
The problem is not a financial one, in that the money is available.
Both of the items mentioned above are accounted for in the athletic
budget, and this budget (after being "revised") has been passed by
council.
It is certainly not the coach's job to run around and make sure
that these payments are made. On the other hand , the athletic director
can only remind those individuals who are held responsible for carrying
out these business procedures, that they are slightly overdue.
It's about time that we wake up and realize what is going to
happen to our athletic program if we continue to make financial
blunders like the ones which have been made in the past. We definitely
have the power, ability , and chance to progress in athletics at N .S.C.
However, we must establish a firm foundation as far as athletic policy is
concerned .. . . and this foundation must be established NOW!

WRA Notices
FREE SWIM HOURS
Monday - 6th - 3 :054:20
.(Beginning last half
of semester)
All other hours begin Monday ,
Oct. 14:
Monday 7th 4:30-5 :45 Tuesday
7th 4:30-5 :45 Thursday 4th
1 2 :1 5 -1 :30 Thursday 7th
4:30-5:45 Friday 4th 12:15-1 :30
Friday 7th 4:30-5 :45
Life guards are needed for all
of these free swim hours.
Qualified . persons are urged to

come during the swim hours and
submit their names.
Synchronized swimming is a
new WRA activity , open to all
men and women who can swim at
least two laps of the pool.
Synchronized swimming will be
held in the pool on Friday during
period 4 , 12:15-1 :30 . 2nd session
- Thursday , 7th - 4 :30 - 6:15.
NSC is beginning an aerobic
exercise program as advocated by
the Air Force and described in a
recent issue of the Readers'
Digest. For information, see the
(Continued on Page 7)

